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Linux SMP Kernel Debug 

DS-MDK Tutorial 

AN289, September 2016, V 1.0           feedback@keil.com 

Abstract 

To develop, port and debug the Linux kernel on a platform, you need to set breakpoints, view registers, view 

memory, single-step at source level and so on – all the normal facilities provided by a debugger. You also need 

to do these both before the MMU is enabled (with a physical memory map), and after the MMU is enabled (with 

a virtual memory map). DS-MDK allows you to do all this and more, not just for single-core platforms, but for 

SMP platforms too. 
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Introduction 

The DS-5 Debugger configuration dialog makes it easy to configure a debugging session to a target. The Linux 

kernel debug configuration type is primarily designed for post-MMU debug to provide full kernel awareness but, 

with some extra controls, can also be used for pre-MMU debug. This makes it possible to debug the Linux 

kernel, all the way from its entry point, through the pre-MMU stages, and then seamlessly through the MMU 

enable stage to post-MMU debug with full kernel awareness. You can do this all with source-level symbols, and 

without the need for tedious disconnecting, reconfiguring and reconnecting! 

Prerequisites 

The Getting Started with DS-MDK user’s guide available at www.keil.com/mdk5/ds-mdk/install teaches the basic 

concepts of working with DS-MDK. 

This workshop shows how to debug the boot of a Linux SMP kernel running on a NXP i.MX 7D SABRE board, 

but all steps can be easily followed with any supported development board. The Linux kernel, already built with 

debug info and a complete vmlinux symbol file, file system, and full source code, is available from 

www.keil.com/mdk5/ds-mdk/imx7reference/. 

Unpack the Linux kernel sources (kernel-source.tar.gz) into your currently active DS-MDK Eclipse 

workspace. Be aware that on a Windows system you will not be able to fully unpack the sources. Some symbolic 

links and case-sensitive source files will not be created. Usually, this is not critical for Linux kernel debug. 

Debugging with full kernel symbols requires lots of virtual memory. Currently, DS-MDK is a 32-bit Windows 

product only, meaning the JVM is also 32-bit. If the debugger becomes unresponsive or you see Eclipse report 

"GC overhead limit exceeded" this means the JVM is running out of heap! Keep a watch on the heap by enabling 

the Heap Status widget: Window  Preferences  General  Show heap status. 

http://www.keil.com/mdk5/ds-mdk/install
http://www.keil.com/mdk5/ds-mdk/imx7reference/
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To increase the heap: 

 Close Eclipse 

 Locate C:\Program Files (x86)\DS-MDK v5.24.2\sw\eclipse\eclipse.ini, 

 Change its file properties to "read/write" by unticking "read-only" 

 Add below –vmargs for example -Xmx1500m and save the file 

 Restart Eclipse 

Linux Kernel Debug 

Create a Linux Kernel Debug Project 

1. Launch Eclipse for DS-MDK 

2. Open a Terminal view, then power-up the i.MX7D board, and interrupt U-Boot 

3. Create a new CMSIS C/C++ Project named Linux Kernel Debug, for example 

4. Add the vmlinux file to the project. This must match the kernel in the SD card on the board. 

Note: the debug symbols in the vmlinux file have virtual addresses, so the usage of vmlinux file by the 

debugger assumes that the OS is up and running with the MMU enabled. It still can be used to debug 

pre-MMU at source-level if there is no offset between physical and virtual addresses at the entry point. 

5. Add a debugger script to the project (right-click the project and select New  Other…  DS-5 

Debugger  DS-5 Debugger Script) called stop.ds containing: 

stop 

set os enabled off 
When OS awareness is enabled and kernel symbols are loaded from the vmlinux file, DS-5 Debugger will try 

to read some kernel structures. If the MMU is not yet on, the debugger may try to access invalid addresses, 

leading to data aborts, which is undesirable. This OS awareness support feature can be temporarily disabled 

during the pre-MMU debug stage with the CLI command set os enabled off, and later (post-MMU) 

re-enabled with the CLI command set os enabled on. 

6. Right-click on the project, select Debug As…, then select CMSIS DS-5 Debugger… to open the 

Debug Configurations dialog. 

7. In the Connection tab, select CPU Instance = SMP. 

8. In the Advanced tab, tick Run target initialization debugger script, and select the stop.ds script in 

the workspace: 
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9. Click Debug. The Commands view will show: 

 
 

10. In the Command (CLI) entry box, set a temporary hardware breakpoint (thbreak) on the entry point into 

the kernel, by typing in: 

thbreak 0x80008000 

Press the Submit button or the Enter key. 0x80008000 is the entry point for the kernel. This is the address 

to which U-Boot will pass control to boot Linux once it has completed its setup tasks. 

11. Run the target by pressing the Continue button ( ) in the Debug Control view, or press F8. 

12. In the Terminal view, tell U-Boot to boot the kernel, by typing in: 
boot 

13. Code execution will stop at the breakpoint, and the Disassembly view will show the assembly code at the 

entry point (labeled stext). If you have unpacked your kernel source code into the workspace, the Editor 

view will show the content of head.S. 

If not, no source code is shown, because the path to the source code has not yet been configured. DS-5 

Debugger will try to open .../arch/arm/kernel/head.S in its Editor view. If it does not find the 

kernel sources using the source paths within the vmlinux file, you can resolve this by setting a substitute 

source path, to re-direct paths from where the kernel was built, for example, from: 

/home/munlin01/fsl-community-bsp-platform/build-core-image-base/tmp/work-

shared/imx7dsabresd/kernel-source 
to a local copy of the kernel sources at: 

C:\path\to\linux-imx\4.1.15-r0\git 
Make sure that the "Image Path" and "Host Path" both end with a corresponding directory. 

head.S will now open in the Editor view, and the Disassembly view will show the symbol stext, at the 

entry point for the kernel. If it doesn't, choose the Path Substitution… command from the Debug Control 

view's drop-down menu ( ) and check that the final directory in the Image Path and Host Path correspond. 

Then right-click on an instruction in the Disassembly view, and select "Show in Source". 
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Debug the Kernel: Pre-MMU Stage 

You can now set breakpoints and watchpoints, view registers, view memory, single-step, and other usual debug 

operations at this pre-MMU stage, all with source level symbols. 

1. At the kernel entry point, you can check the Core and CP15 

system registers in the Registers view to check that they are set as 

recommended by kernel.org. Observe that: 

a. the CPU is in SVC (supervisor) mode; 

check Core  CPSR  M  SVC 

b. R0 is 0 

c. R2 contains a pointer to the device tree. Right-click R2 

and select "Show Memory Pointed To By R2". Change the 

size of the memory displayed to 200 bytes for example by 

entering 200 in the text entry box in the top right of the 

Memory view. 

d. the MMU is off; 

check CP15  SecureBanked  S_SCTLR  M 

e. the Data cache is off; 

check CP15  SecureBanked  S_SCTLR  C 

f. the Instruction cache is either on or off; 

check CP15  SecureBanked  S_SCTLR  I 

2. To see when the MMU will be turned on, set a breakpoint: 
thbreak __turn_mmu_on 

then continue running (or press F8). When __turn_mmu_on is 

reached, note the value of SP. This contains the virtual address of 

__mmap_switched and is the place the code will jump to after 

the MMU is enabled. 

3. In general, it is not possible to single-step through 

__turn_mmu_on, so place a hardware breakpoint on the virtual address of __mmap_switched: 
thbreak *$SP 

then continue running (press F8). When the breakpoint at __mmap_switched is hit, the MMU is on. 

4. Check the MMU is now on, by looking in the Registers view at CP15  SecureBanked  S_SCTLR  

M (should show Enable). 

Debug the Kernel: Post-MMU Stage 

1. The main C code entry into the kernel, after all the architecture-specific setup has been done, is 

start_kernel() in \source\init\main.c. Set a breakpoint on it: 

thbreak start_kernel 
and then run to it. 

2. You can now safely enable OS support in DS-5 Debugger: 

set os enabled on 
3. Check that the following appears in the Command view, to confirm Linux kernel support is enabled: 

Enabled Linux kernel support for version "Linux 4.1.15-1.1.0+ga4d2a08 #2 

SMP PREEMPT Tue Jul 5 09:51:28 CEST 2016 arm" 
4. The same Linux version information can be reported manually using: 

info os-version 

which will show for example: 

Operating system on: Linux 4.1.15-1.1.0+ga4d2a08 #2 SMP PREEMPT Tue Jul 5 

09:51:28 CEST 2016 arm 

This is similar to: 

output init_nsproxy.uts_ns->name 

which will show for example: 
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{sysname = "Linux", nodename = "(none)", release = "4.1.15-

1.1.0+ga4d2a08", version = "#2 SMP PREEMPT Tue Jul 5 09:51:28 CEST 2016", 

machine = "armv7l", domainname = "(none)"} 
This may take a few moments to display, because DS-5 Debugger has to process the debug symbols. 

5. When OS awareness is enabled and kernel symbols are loaded from the vmlinux file, DS-5 Debugger will try 

to access some locations in the kernel. For example, it will try to read init_nsproxy.uts_ns->name 

to get the kernel name and version. It will also set breakpoints automatically on SyS_init_module() 

and SyS_delete_module() to trap when kernel modules are inserted (insmod) and removed 

(rmmod). You will see these breakpoints appearing in the Breakpoints view: 

 
6. Set a breakpoint with: 

thbreak kernel_init 

then run to it. 

So far, CPU 0 has been doing all the work. Note that CPU 1 is still powered down: 

 

7. A very useful feature during kernel bring-up is to display early printk output in DS-5 Debugger's command 

window, in particular, before the console has been enabled, so there would be no output from the serial 

port, but the entire log so far can still be viewed with: 
info os-log 

 
 

To view the log output line by line, as it happens, use: 
set os log-capture on 

8. kernel_init() tries to start the init process. To see this, set a breakpoint at the end of 

kernel_init() then run to it (set the breakpoint in the main.c file available in the Editor view). The init 

process now appears as an active thread. CPU 1 is now powered up. 

Many of the above steps can be automated, either with a script file, or by filling-in the Debug Configuration's 

fields before launching (refer to the Appendix). 
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9. Delete all user breakpoints and continue (F8). Let the kernel run all the way to the Login prompt. Login as 

root.  

10. Stop the target by pressing Interrupt ( /F9). In the Debug Control view, expand "Active Threads" and "All 

Threads". In "All Threads", you will see a large number of threads/processes have been created. Only two 

were actually running, one on each of the two cores. You can see these in "Active Threads".  

Right-click on the connection and select Display Cores to see the state of both CPUs. You can view the 

state of the cores, threads and processes on the command-line with: 
info cores 

info threads 

info processes 
11. It is possible to single-step a core or a thread/process. To do so, select either the core or the 

thread/process in the Debug Control view, then press Step ( /F5). Note that when single-stepping though 

a process, it might get migrated to another core. If a breakpoint is set on a process, the debugger is able to 

track the migration of process-specific breakpoints to the other core. 

12. You can check the virtual-to-physical address map for Linux 

by using the MMU view. Continue to run the target (F8). Go 

to Window  Show View  MMU. Switch to the 

Memory Map tab and press the Show Memory Map button 

to refresh the values.  

13. Let's take a look at the kernel's thread_info structure. 

Stop the target, then check the kernel's stack  size with: 
show os kernel-stack-size 

For this ARMv7 kernel, the kernel stack size is 8K. 

In the Expressions view, add a new expression into the field (type in the field at the bottom on the view): 
(struct thread_info*)($sp_svc & ~0x1FFF) 

0x1FFF is 8K minus 1. Expand the tree structure to explore its contents. The list of threads in the Debug 

Control view is created from the same information, so they should match. For example, the thread name is 

held in task.comm. 

14. To get a simple view into the workings of the scheduler, set a breakpoint on __schedule() with: 

hbreak __schedule 

Note: this time use hbreak to have a persistent hardware breakpoint instead of a temporary one. 

Then continue running (press F8). At the breakpoint, continue running (press F8) again and again, and see 

the names of the active threads changing in "Active Threads", and different threads are scheduled-in. 

15. Alternatively, instead of setting a breakpoint on __schedule(), try to set a breakpoint on do_fork(). 

If nothing forks, force a fork by typing e.g. 'ls'. 

In summary, we have looked at how DS-MDK can be used to debug the Linux SMP kernel, both in pre-MMU 

enabled and post-MMU enabled stages, and looked at a few of the kernel's internal features. 

Appendix 

Getting Started with DS-MDK user’s guide: www.keil.com/mdk5/ds-mdk/install 

Linux kernel and source for the NXP i.MX 7 SABRE: www.keil.com/mdk5/ds-mdk/imx7reference/ 

Kernel.org: http://www.kernel.org/doc/Documentation/arm/Booting 

Debugging with scripts: https://developer.arm.com/docs/dui0446/latest/debugging-with-scripts 

Debug configurations: https://developer.arm.com/docs/dui0446/latest/ds-5-debug-perspectives-and-views/debug-

configurations-debugger-tab 

http://www.keil.com/mdk5/ds-mdk/install
http://www.keil.com/mdk5/ds-mdk/imx7reference/
http://www.kernel.org/doc/Documentation/arm/Booting
https://developer.arm.com/docs/dui0446/latest/debugging-with-scripts
https://developer.arm.com/docs/dui0446/latest/ds-5-debug-perspectives-and-views/debug-configurations-debugger-tab
https://developer.arm.com/docs/dui0446/latest/ds-5-debug-perspectives-and-views/debug-configurations-debugger-tab
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